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Introduction 
The U.S. energy storage industry is experiencing a period of significant growth, and with it, increased 
attention to all forms of risk management and hazard identification, particularly in project operations. 
As technologies have improved, costs dropped, and policies and incentives spurred demand, the 
number of installed stationary energy storage systems in the U.S. has increased dramatically. In 2018, 
U.S. deployments of grid-connected battery energy storage reached 777 MWh, up 80% from 2017, with 
another 40 gigawatts of energy storage pipeline contracted in that year, according to the U.S. Energy 
Storage Association (ESA) and Wood Mackenzie Power & Renewables.  

Stationary Energy Storage Systems (ESS) come in numerous forms, including pumped hydropower, 
thermal storage, compressed air energy storage, flywheels, flow batteries, and solid electro-chemical 
battery storage systems (such as lithium-Ion batteries). Lithium-ion demand is currently dominant; with 
the exception of pumped hydropower, 85 percent of energy storage projects globally were lithium-Ion 
battery configurations.1 

Risk management is a necessary process for all technology development and operation of energy 
systems, whether it be for automobiles, fossil fuel power plants, consumer goods, and so on. Risk 
management is the careful and deliberate consideration of cause and effect; weighing costs and benefits 
of multiple goals held by multiple stakeholders, and iteratively improving through studies and 
experience.  

All energy storage applications must consider a range of potential operational risks, particularly 
including:  

● Operational hazards 
● Fire and thermal events (both creation of and response to) 
● Extreme weather and natural disasters, such as earthquakes, storms, and wildfires 
● Cybersecurity risk 

 
A formal approach to risk management addresses exposure to these operational risks in addition to 
potential threats (the root causes for the potential hazards); determines the probability of occurrence 
and severity of the consequences; and takes steps to address and mitigate the risks throughout the 
entire life-cycle of the system. An industry-wide, comprehensive approach to risk management includes 
codes and standards activities, but also broader engagement in communication and outreach, safety 
related research and design, and promotion of a robust safety culture.  

While incidents of thermal events are rare in stationary energy storage, the global energy storage 
industry has dramatically increased its attention to safety measures and standards to prepare for high 
market demand due to the widespread grid infrastructure and energy management services and 
benefits of energy storage. As the energy storage industry reduces risk and continues to enhance safety, 

 
1 IEA, 2019 
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increased competition will push costs of capital and insurance lower, making projects more profitable 
and the industry at large more sustainable.2 

This paper describes how fire and thermal event risk prevention and management is currently being 
addressed in the storage industry, with a focus on lithium-ion batteries due to their current market 
dominance in new deployments. The paper outlines the types of operational risks in energy storage 
applications, the history of the industry’s attention to fire and thermal event prevention, current codes 
and standards governing battery storage systems, and additional best practices.  

History of Battery Fire Risk Management 
The U.S. energy storage industry has been active over the past several years in developing risk 
prevention and management practices, via national non-profit-led and corporate-led codes and 
standards certification bodies, and with Nationally Recognized Testing Laboratories (NRTLs), addressing 
risk from the component level to system operations and management. The risk prevention and 
management practices resulting from these efforts have been widely adopted and put into practice in 
the business process of the leading companies within the energy storage industry. 

In 2018, the U.S. Energy Storage Association began coordinating an industry-wide Corporate 
Responsibility Initiative, which launched in March 2019 with numerous leading companies in the storage 
sector signing a pledge “to engage in a good-faith effort to optimize performance, minimize risk and 
serve as an exemplary corporate citizen in the manufacturing, deployment, implementation and 
operation of energy storage projects across the United States.” This Initiative will continue to have a 
critical role in advancing and improving best practices in hazard mitigation – alongside parallel work 
on end-of-life issues and supply chains. As of early September, 2019, 47 companies had signed the 
Initiative’s pledge.  

Like all energy technologies, lithium-ion and other battery chemistries present some hazards including 
chemical spills, mechanical hazards, high-voltage electric power system hazards, disposal concerns, and 
creation of—or reaction to—fires and thermal events. These hazards are mitigated to safe levels with 
careful and thoughtful management and design. Many are common with other energy technologies or 
any high-voltage equipment. 

The most significant activity taken across the industry has been participation in the creation of guidance 
or recommended practices, codes, and standards. These documents are regularly updated using real-
world experience and tests to ensure advancement in overall industry efficacy and safety.  

At times, codes and standards are updated with increased stringency. Alternately, since safety standards 
organizations rightfully tend to err on the side of caution when field experience is not yet widespread, 
later iterations of codes and standards can ease when experience or new tests and modeling results 
prove that previous stringency was unduly burdensome or unnecessary.   

 
2 Daniel McGarvey, Marsh, 2018 
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As early as 2015, wide-ranging U.S. and international standards have been in place for stationary energy 
storage, including:3 

• Five standards relevant to storage components;  
• Six standards relevant to different energy storage system types;  
• 22 types of standards relevant to energy storage installation, including transportation, shipping 

and receiving, worker safety, competency of field evaluation bodies, fire and smoke detection 
and containment and fire suppression, ventilation, egress, access, fire department access, 
signage, spill containment, electrical safety, and more;  

• Two standards for energy storage system commissioning;  
• Two for energy storage operation and maintenance; and  
• Eight standards for incident preparedness, such as a “Standard System for the Identification of 

the Hazards of Materials for Emergency Response” and a standard for “Fire Safety Concepts 
Tree.”   

 
Today, these individual codes and practices have been combined into three major battery standards and 
practices for stationary storage. (Importantly, codes and standards for grid-connected stationary energy 
storage systems differ from those for consumer products that use lithium-ion technologies.) The current 
major U.S. codes and standards governing stationary energy storage systems — UL 9540, NFPA 855, and 
DNV GL RP 43—are examples of robust industry participation and collaboration enabling enhanced 
safety and quality of energy storage systems. Technical experts from many companies spend many 
months writing and refining the standards as part of consensus-based technical panels, and related 
groups of experts spends months testing the efficacy and logic of the standards. Underwriters 
Laboratory (UL)’s Ken Boyce noted, “S&C [standards and codes] is where we codify the risks we accept. 
Balancing of risks [with industry growth] is important and society and market can calibrate 
expectations.”4 

Battery Fire-Related Codes and Standards 
The body of U.S. guidance, codes and standards relating to battery-based energy storage systems are 
extensive and cover a range of components, systems, buildings, enclosures, and siting. The components 
of storage systems, are covered by standards such as, for example, UL 1973: Standard for Batteries for 
Use in Stationary, Vehicle Auxiliary Power and Light Electric Rail (LER) Applications, UL 810A: Standard 
for Electrochemical Capacitors, CSA C22.2 No 340-201 for battery management systems (under 
development). Others are focused on installation of energy storage or its integration on site, such as UL 
9540, Standard for Energy Storage Systems and Equipment or DNV GL’s “Gridstor” RP0043, 
Recommended Practice: Safety, operation and performance of grid connected energy storage systems. 
Still others focus directly on fire safety of the installed system, such as the National Fire Protection 
Association’s NFPA 855, Standard for the Installation of Stationary Energy Storage Systems.  

 
3 David Rosewater, Sandia National Laboratory, 2015 

4 Ken Boyce, UL, 2019 
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Pacific Northwest National Laboratory’s Charles Vartanian provides a useful hierarchy of many of the 
existing and under-development codes and standards, as shown in Figure 1.5  
 

Figure 1: Hierarchy of Energy Storage System Codes & Standards 

Built environment    

ICC IFC, ICC IRC, IBC  
 NFPA 5000   
 NFPA 1   
Installation / Application  
 NFPA 855 IEEE C2 DNV GL Gridstor 

 NFPA 70 IEEE 1635/ASHRAE 21 FM GLOBAL 5-33 

 UL 9540 A IEEE P1578 NECA 416 & 416 
Energy Storage Systems   
 UL 9540   
 ASME TES-1   
 NFPA 791   
System Components   
 UL 1973 UL 1741 IEEE 1547 

 UL 1974 CSA 22.2 No. 340-201 IEEE 1679 Series 

 UL 810A CSA 22.1 No. 107.1  
 

Three individual codes, standards and best practices provide a system-level view of relevant codes and 
standards for energy storage systems; UL 9540, NFPA 855 and DNV GL Gridstor Recommended Practice. 
In the sections below, the intent, scope and status of each of these documents is described in detail. The 
multiplicity of battery-related codes and standards was a significant contributing factor that led UL to 
develop UL 9540 as a comprehensive view of requirements. NFPA 855, the fire code for stationary 
storage installations, is also an attempt to put multiple requirements in one place with reference to 
other codes. The plethora of codes and standards also similarly encouraged the Norwegian safety 
systems registrar DNV GL to compile its “Gridstor” Recommended Practice as a ‘one stop shop’.  

As described throughout this paper, the U.S. storage industry has continuously supported the 
development of codes, standards, and best practices to ensure the highest safety. The industry cautions, 
however, that incorporating draft forms of test methods into other national codes and standards that 
have longer, more fixed cycles of code revision may cause undue project cancellations by being 
prematurely referenced; it can also be challenging when one code references another provider’s 
unfinished rule, e.g. NFPA 855. 

 
5 Based on Charles Vartanian, Pacific Northwest National Laboratory, 2018 
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UL 9540 

UL 9540, produced by the American certification company UL, represents the first ESS safety standard 
published, and it is now a national standard for ESS safety in the U.S. and Canada. The purpose of UL 
9540 is to cover the full scope of the energy storage system including the energy storage device – 
whether battery, flywheel, or similar device (see schematic in Figure 2). It also covers the “control, 
protection, power conversion, communication, controlling the system environment, air, fire detection 
and suppression system, fuel or other fluid movement and containment, etc….and may contain other 
ancillary equipment related to the functioning of the energy storage system.”6 The standard’s first 
iteration was 2014, and in 2019, is being incorporated into the NFPA 855 model code, and will likely 
become widely adopted across the U.S. 
 

Figure 2: UL 9540 Scope, Within Block Diagram of Electrical Energy Storage System 

 

Source: UL 
 

UL 9540 serves as the system certification and does so by incorporating and making references to many 
other codes. It references over 60 other rules, including UL 1973 (batteries), UL 1741 (inverters), ASME 
B31 (power piping), ASME B & PV (boiler & pressure vessel), ASHRAE 62.1 (ventilation), NFPA 70 
(electrical). Also included are some somewhat esoteric ones, such as UL 44: Thermoset-Insulated Wires 
and Cables, UL 873: Standard for Temperature-Indicating and -Regulating Equipment, and UL 1977: 
Standard for Component Connectors for Use in Data, Signal, Control and Power Applications.  

 

 
6 Ken Boyce, UL, 2017 
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UL 9540 contains safety standards for the system’s construction (e.g., frame and enclosure, including 
mounting, supporting materials, barriers and more); the insulation, wiring, switches, transformers, 
spacing and grounding; safety standards for performance of over twenty different elements, such as 
tests for temperature, volatility, impact, overload of switches, and an impact drop test; and standards 
for manufacturing, ratings, markings, and instruction manuals. In addition to the many individual 
standards referenced, UL 9540 compliance requires a Failure Mode and Effects Analysis (FMEA) be 
performed and requires a test to ensure safe compatibility of the system’s parts. Hence, the standard 
embodies both a “forest and trees” approach, ensuring that the components are certified, that the 
system as a whole is certified as safe, and that an FMEA has identified the set of things that might still go 
wrong, and taken action to mitigate those risks. 

UL 9540 does not cover installation per se, although it requires that installation manuals and 
documentation be provided, and it assumes that installers are qualified and use applicable standards 
and codes. But it is an ample indicator of how much thought, planning, preparation and safeguarding 
goes into every new energy storage installation. 

UL’s approach is to treat UL 9540 and other codes as living documents. A UL spokesperson notes, 
“Anyone can propose a change to a standard to add, remove, amend requirements... there is an open-
ended call to change the standard, and a consensus body acts on those proposals individually, so UL can 
move quickly to reflect changes in the industry to reconsider safety requirements.”7 For a rapidly 
growing and changing industry like energy storage, this flexibility is critical. Though of course there are 
extensive processes to ensure the value of updates. As more information is gleaned from continued 
experience and expanding deployments, the industry will be able to feed back that information. The 
flexibility of the UL process differs from that of NFPA, which updates on a three-year cycle (although 
interim amendments are allowed for emergencies), or to the international electric and fire codes, which 
also function on a three-year cycle. 

UL 9540A 

UL 9540A, now in its third edition, describes a test method rather than a standard, that UL anticipates 
incorporating into UL 9540 in 2019. UL 9540A’s aim is to document the fire characteristics of batteries 
that undergo thermal runaway to help inform facility designs and emergency response plans. 

In its current form, UL 9540 references UL 1973, and its “Single Cell Failure Design Tolerance Test,” in 
which a battery manufacturer must prove that a failed cell inside will not cause a fire outside the 
system. In general, manufacturers design battery systems to prevent a single cell failure from 
propagating to the point that a fire starts external to the device or there is an explosion. UL 9540A 
requires four levels of testing:(1) the cell level, (2) the module level, (3) the unit (rack) level by repeating 
a cell failure in one of the modules and forcing it to propagate to surrounding units, and optionally (4) at 
the installation level by repeating the unit test with sprinklers.  

Both the draft NFPA 855 and IFC 2018 codes reference UL 9540A test, thereby introducing it into codes 
that are soon being adopted. These fire codes mandate that battery systems be separated by distances 
of at least three feet from each other, unless they can prove through UL 9540A or other “large scale fire 

 
7 Ken Boyce, UL, 2019 
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testing” (LSFT) that smaller distances will not result in propagation from unit to unit, with data shown to 
the Authority Having Jurisdiction (AHJ, such as the fire department or city or county permitting officials). 

It should be noted that industry has expressed concerns that the UL 9540A test may create challenges 
given that a system does not simply ‘pass’ the standard’s requirements. Rather it provides metrics based 
on standardized methodologies which an AHJ would then use in decision-making regarding a project. 
Some have expressed concern that additional safety features required will be cost-prohibitive. A highly 
technical UL 9540A report may also be difficult for AHJ’s to use to make reasoned decisions on approval 
when a given AHJ does not have significant experience with batteries or these reports. However in the 
long term, it appears likely that OEMs will increasingly complete their LSFTs, allowing AHJs and 
developers more options for code compliance.    

Fire codes are rightly designed to be conservative, with all involved striving to ensure that fire risk is 
minimized. One of the ways of minimizing that risk is via separation between potential flammable 
hazards. Absent robust data proving it unnecessary, the proposed codes prescribe a wide separation of 
three feet between specific size arrays of batteries. In an indoor installation, a three-foot separation can 
be especially problematic as it limits the number of units placed in one location, potentially rendering a 
project uneconomic. In order to ensure effective codes are developed, it will be important for the fire 
code separation distances/gaps to be informed by results of tests and supporting analysis. The industry 
will continue to work with UL’s processes to ensure that significant areas of concern are addressed in an 
effective manner.  

NFPA 855 

The NFPA 855 Standard for the Installation of Stationary Energy Storage Systems Scope covers the 
“design, construction, installation, commissioning, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of 
stationary ESS.” NFPA 855 covers multiple storage technologies, including Lead Acid, Nickel (including 
Ni-Cad, Ni-Mh, Ni-ZN), flywheels, and all types of lithium-ion, sodium, flow batteries, capacitor systems 
and other energy storage systems, and is one of the most comprehensive standards for energy storage 
systems in existence today covering the installation or project level. The National Fire Protection 
Association (NFPA) is an American not-for-profit organization that advocates for consensus standards, 
research, training, and education for safety-related issues. 

NFPA standards are updated every 3-5 years. NFPA’s board appoints a standards council, which in turn 
appoints technical committees for individual standards. Each technical committee represents a balance 
of affected interests, with no more than one-third of the committee being of the same interest category. 
The technical committee for NFPA 855 includes a Chair, a project administrator and staff liaison, and 43 
principals, along with 16 alternates. NFPA 855’s comment stage, which produced a second draft, 
concluded in February 2018. NFPA 855’s technical committee, which includes U.S. storage industry 
representatives, is currently working towards a 2020 update for publication in August 2019. 

There are many elements of NFPA 855, including procedures for standard operations and emergency 
response. For example, the standard specifies that construction documents provided to the AHJ include 
the quantity and type of storage system as well as the manufacturers’ specifications, the location and 
room layout, details on fire-resistant assemblies, details on fire and gas detection, suppression, thermal 
management, exhaust and ventilation, and more. The standard also specifies that an emergency 
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operations plan be provided to facility operation and maintenance staff, including procedures for 
inspection and safe shutdown, emergency procedures in case of fire or explosion, and procedures for 
dealing with damaged equipment.  

Technology-specific considerations are included in NFPA 855. For example, there are technology-specific 
requirements for lead acid batteries for those three categories too, and additional technology-specific 
requirements for exhaust ventilation, spill control, neutralization, and safety caps. For lithium-ion 
batteries, there are three technology-specific requirements, including compliance for thermal runaway, 
explosion control and size and separation.  

Three areas in NFPA 855 are undergoing continued discussion regarding the code’s potential to inhibit 
storage deployment without sufficient technical merit. These include standards for “energy maxima” at 
an installation, standards for separation between storage units, and, as noted above, UL9540A and 
large-scale fire testing. Each of these are addressed separately below. 

Energy maxima. The current draft for the 2020 standard allows a maximum rated energy of 600 kWh for 
lithium-ion storage. Industry has concerns that these appear to be arbitrary numbers without clarity of 
technical bases. Capacity will vary by battery type based on energy density and flammability, such that 
industry recommends energy maxima should instead be limited by the demonstrated ability of the 
system to prevent cascading failure (where one failure leads to another and another in a positive 
feedback loop), and the availability of ventilation and extinguishing in the space. The code also limits 
energy as 50 kWh to each energy “group” or rack, within the full installation limit of 600 kWh. Industry 
again presented concerns of arbitrary caps, especially if a secondary fire suppression system exists.8  

Separation between units. The current proposed draft of the NFPA 855 requires, for indoor installations, 
each unit be separated from other units and walls by a minimum of three feet. Like the energy maxima 
standard, the separation may be adjusted by the AHJ, subject to an LSFT. Industry has relayed concerns 
of a lack of supporting technical merit in preventing cascading failures and demonstrated cost and real 
estate burden.9 There is no point at which a given good UL 9540A result means the separation 
requirement or other requirements assumed to be waived – any waiver is at the discretion of an AHJ 
who might not have extensive grasp of the technical nuance.    

Large Scale Fire Test and UL 9540A Costs. NFPA 855 references the draft UL 9540A test process, allowing 
for exemptions if the manufacturer has performed the LSFT.  

Despite debate and points of disagreement, the high level of industry participation attests to the energy 
storage industry’s active engagement on the shared responsibility of risk management. Ultimately, 
determining the appropriateness of current UL 9540A and NFPA 855 draft specifications can be difficult 
due to the industry’s concern sharing confidential and intellectual property information in public forums 
such as code committees, where competitors have access. Examples include innovations in cell design or 
fire-retardant chemistry. In the long term, it is likely that OEMs will increasingly complete their LSFT 
tests, allowing AHJs and developers more options for code compliance.   

 
8 Comments of David Ginder, Saft America in Public Input No. 414-NFPA 855-2017 [Section No.4.6.2] 

9 Comments of Davion Hill, DNV GL in Public Input No. 423-NFPA 855-2017 [Sections 4.6.2, 4.6.3] 
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A Global Approach: DNV GL’s Recommended Practice 43 

More prevalent in Europe than in the United States, DNV GL’s Recommended Practice for the safety, 
operation and performance of grid-connected energy storage systems (RP43) is intended as a 
comprehensive checklist of best practices. While it is not a standard, DNV GL reports that some U.S. 
clients request safety assessments based on RP43. In addition to explanatory sections on energy storage 
generally, including definitions, applications and storage life cycle phases, there are chapters on 
performance indicators, O&M, safety (including risk assessment, FMEA, etc.), environmental analysis, 
sizing considerations, and economics. RP43 was written as a joint industry project; many industry 
players were involved in the drafting, and over 125 organizations and experts commented.  

RP43 contains a variety of salient risk management recommendations, such as the following: 

Design battery safety from the bottom up  

For battery management system (BMS) and energy management system (EMS), a bottom-up safety 
design implies sensors and monitoring at the lowest levels.  

“In ...a Li-ion battery... each individual cell voltage should be monitored for safety and 
operational reasons. The module-BMS ...will perform the safety checks on cell and module level 
and it will transfer the aggregated data (e.g. module voltage and current) to the BMS... that 
resides one level up. In a complicated battery storage system, there may be a module-BMS..., 
rack-BMS... and system-BMS..., complemented by a converter management system and the EMS 
at the highest control level.”10 The document’s relevant guidance note states: “For Li-ion 
batteries and LICs the voltage measurement of each cell is crucial for a reliable operation. If the 
voltage measurement fails, overcharging or deep discharge of certain cells in a battery module 
cannot be detected. In some cases, this can lead to thermal runaway. For this reason, the 
voltage measurement of every cell should be checked for plausibility and if this plausibility check 
fails, the operation must be stopped immediately.”11 

It bears noting that this level of monitoring affords the BMS a more comprehensive view of function, 
and thus could lead to more preventive maintenance and measures in the case of a cell failure or cell 
degradation. DNV GL notes that viewed holistically, within the context of a full risk assessment, 
upstream actions (in the storage system) could obviate the need for downstream protections within the 
building or fire codes.12   

Factory acceptance testing 

DNV also recommends factory acceptance testing (FAT) to prove that the system’s performance and 
compliance with codes, standards, rules, and regulations; and site acceptance testing (SAT) to prove that 
is installed properly and interacts correctly with the balance of the system components. “SAT includes 
detailed site testing, testing of all interfaces, application testing and an acceptance testing procedure 

 
10 DNV GL, 2017 

11 Ibid. 

12 DNV GL, 2019 
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with proper acceptance criteria.”13 The SAT should include cooperation of the integrator and/or 
supplier, as well as the grid operator and ideally the local AHJ.   

DNV notes that all manufacturers have some form of FAT, and that an SAT is usually a condition of 
system commissioning. But not all FATs and SATs are equally rigorous or comprehensive. As the industry 
continues to mature, the industry has an opportunity to develop and implement FAT and SAT best-
practices that are widely adopted and ensure efficacy.  

Design rules at various points of manufacturing and installation 

Safety and risk should be considered at all levels within the ESS and the entire process – from 
manufacture to commissioning – can be considered a system. If there is a failure or a weakness in one 
part, it will affect the other parts. For example, at the system level, electrical shock risk level “should be 
mitigated by applying design rules regarding electrical insulation (e.g. containment), by wearing 
adequate personnel protective equipment and by imposing operational instructions… the risk of 
mechanical shock… and other hazards… should be mitigated by applying design rules regarding 
containment.”14 

Risk management at component / manufacture level vs. system level / installation 

DNV stresses that some risk management actions should happen at the component or manufacture 
level, while others can only happen at the system level and in installation. For example, if the energy 
storage system is comprised of various components, each manufactured by a different OEM, then each 
should have its own safety certification to relevant standard. But, “should a system be comprised of 
multiple pieces not typically assembled together, all certification and testing would be performed during 
the installation phase.”15 

Test the interoperability of components within a full system to ensure that all components operate 
together safely 

This testing practice is standard operating procedure by some integrators and integrator-OEMs, such as 
NEC, to ensure the interoperability of all their system’s components before installation, and subject to 
them to a variety of test procedures. Some of this effort and testing is now effectively mandated by 
NFPA 855 and references to UL 9540, but nevertheless some integrators voluntarily assume additional 
testing measures. 

Coordinating with agencies and authorities 

RP43 recommends proactive coordination with all permitting and regulatory agencies and AHJs to 
introduce the project and identify needed documentation and issues to address. In so doing, it can build 
confidence, identify issues early in the installation, and diminish permit approval timelines in the future.   

 
13 Op Cit, DNV GL, 2017 

14 Ibid. 

15 Ibid. 
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Similarly, DNV GL recommends that the local AHJs be provided with a trained subject matter expert 
(SME) available and on call by phone “24/7” to answer questions about the system design including 
toxicity, required ventilation, fire suppression, and other hazards and related information. Even though 
informational materials are provided in advance to the AHJs as a condition of permitting, nevertheless 
reviewing documentation is cumbersome and time consuming when making time-critical decisions 
regarding firefighting and hazard management. Therefore, the option to either get direction from or 
confirm decisions with an SME is additionally useful. NEC and Tesla are two OEMs that offer this service, 
while other OEMs or integrators place the responsibility with the site owner or operator. 

Communications and Training Best Practices 
In addition to strictly adhering to all relevant codes and standards, energy storage companies can earn 
increased confidence in their systems by customers, investors, code officials, and other stakeholders by 
following a number of practical Best Practices on safety and risk management communications, training 
and ongoing operations:  

• Be proactive in communication. It is important to communicate to the public and to 
stakeholders that safety and operational tests are done at multiple levels and stages, with the 
coordination of appropriate jurisdictional bodies. 

• Create a Safety Culture. Safety culture requires a fresh look at all procedures, from the 
seemingly irrelevant and mundane to the most obviously critical to risk. A safety culture can 
ultimately lead to new and better product designs, but can also lead to reduced downtime, 
increased worker satisfaction, increased corporate reputation, and more.  

• Design for Passive Safety. Design thinking with the end of safety in mind can obviate the need 
for more extensive protections later, such as stringent size and separation criteria, let alone 
extensive fire suppression mechanisms, etc.    

• Communicate Proactively with AHJs. ESA and some storage companies are increasingly 
providing outreach and education to AHJs, inviting them to industry events and regional 
tutorials to educate on new technologies and new designs, and to communicate about proactive 
and remedial actions taken on foreign thermal events. 

• Provide regular communication and outreach to insurers and bankers. Education on risk 
management practices to insurers and bankers may lower the cost of capital for ESS projects 
and improve insurance rates.  

• Train EPCs/ integrators/ installers. Having system integrators trained on some of the basic 
principles helps establish a baseline safety culture across a company’s brand. 

• Offer “fleet” warranties. Similar to a factory recall, and priced in implicitly in first costs, fleet 
warranties can also be priced in explicit in O&M contracts. If a defect is found in one part of one 
installation, and if the defect is deemed likely to be manifest universally, the OEM repairs or 
replaces the part in all installations.   

• Retrospectively evaluate existing installations. This practice ensures that installations that were 
installed according to earlier codes can still satisfy newer-evolved standards and codes. O&M 
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contracts could include clauses for field updates to meet new stricter requirements, perhaps 
structured akin to an insurance contract. 

Conclusion 
The energy storage industry is now an established sector of the U.S. energy market, with 33 gigawatts of 
contracted pipeline, and as a result it is fully embracing risk management from codes and standards to 
product designs and workplace culture. Energy storage providers and the U.S. Energy Storage 
Association have worked with safety and standards practitioners for years to develop a holistic and 
comprehensive body of codes, standards, and best practices to minimize the risk of fires and thermal 
events and manage any occurrences. Standards and best practices will continue to evolve, but the 
continued attention to risk management and codes will result in safe and reliable energy storage system 
installations across the U.S. 

To learn more about how the U.S. storage industry is working proactively on other types of operational 
hazards management, visit the Energy Storage Association’s Corporate Responsibility Initiative webpage 
to find additional forthcoming white papers, best practice guides and templates, and other webinars, 
tutorials, and materials for members. 

 

  

http://energystorage.org/cri
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